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OVERVIEW of the RAT YEAR
Overview: How To Get Your Home Back To “Better Than Normal”
Energy During This 2020 Rat Year
Have recent events negatively affected your life? Are you worried or scared
about how you are going to survive, much less thrive? Do you wish you could
control some aspects – any aspect – of your life? If you’ve answered, “yes” to
any of these questions, please continue reading.
Why 2020 is a Game-Changing Year
Some of you received my newsletters the first part of January stating this year
was going to be a GAME-CHANGER. It’s not that I can foretell the future that
I shared this information. It’s because there are cycles of events that happen.
One of them was the beginning of a “Rat Year” according to the Chinese
Zodiac Calendar. Add to this occurrence it was the start of a New Decade and
we had the “perfect storm” for major change, although no one knew exactly
what to expect or what form it would take.
What to Expect in Rat Years
Here’s what is said about Rat years –
The qualities, characteristics, and energies we can expect to experience during
Rat years are: opportunities, progress, and innovation (the Apple Macintosh,
the first personal computer was introduced during a Rat year), and new
developments in entertainment and communication. HEALTH will figure
prominently. The World Health Assembly met for the first time in a Rat year.
Progress will be made in the treatment of certain diseases through the
cooperation between countries and pooling research will bring important
breakthroughs. It will be an action-packed and enterprising year filled with
opportunity.
Current Situation
Almost immediately after the Chinese New Year, I started to hear about
something called the Coronavirus. It spread quickly as did the fear and
accusations surrounding this pandemic.
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In hindsight, we can see many of the Rat Year qualities or characteristics have
already influenced our lives, with health being the dominant one. Innovation
has played a major role to help us get through it. Technology, like Zoom, is
providing solutions to help us stay connected and continue working. The
opportunity to solve problems and help people around the world has been a
remarkable sight to behold. Young and old of all nationalities are bridging the
gaps between countries and communities to help one another. Some people are
actually changing their “careers” – careers that didn’t support their soul. Many
of these people who changed their careers have started enterprising and
thriving businesses that do FEED THEIR SOUL! This is what can happen
during Rat Years – IF YOUR HOME IS BALANCED!
Each Year Energies Change Throwing Your Home & Life Off Balance
With all that has happened this year, the energy in your home most probably is
off, or out-of-balance, making life more challenging. You can take control of
your destiny through simply changing the energies in your home.
The basic overview is this: Each area of your home has a particular energy
associated with it. Then the Chinese New Year arrives bringing certain new
energies with it. Sometime these make an area better. Sometimes they make an
area worse. If you don’t help balance these energies, the rooms or locations
start feeling “off.” They are OFF! They are out-of-balance!
Brief Overview of The Directions and Energies
One of the many Chinese art sciences involving energy says each direction of
the home represents a specific element. There are nine different directions:
North, Northeast, East, Southeast, South, Southwest, West, Northwest and
Center. There is the Five Elements Theory in the Asian philosophies. They are
(in their creative cycle): Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, Water and then back to
Wood. (See diagram)
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The Asian culture also has an art science known as Flying Stars. It is
associated with the planets’ position as they “fly” through the Solar System. As
these planets move around the Solar System, they influence or interact with
each direction and the elements associated with that direction.
Without going into all the possibilities, let me give you a couple quick
examples.
Let’s say you have an area that is the Fire Element. If the New Year Flying
Stars brings “Water” Element to that area, the “water” is going to put out the
“Fire,” making it less powerful. Let’s say that is your bedroom. You could start
experiencing less connection with your spouse, less romance in the
relationship.
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Let’s take the same area that is the Fire Element. If the New Year Flying Stars
brings “Wood” to that area, the “wood” is going to be fuel for the Fire to burn,
thus bringing more energy to it. Let’s say that area is a home office. That extra
boost in energy could bring more clients, money, work, or a promotion because
it is supporting or growing the Fire element.
Don’t Just Sit There, Do Something! – Take Control of Your Life!
If you’re feeling as though things are out of control in your life, there are
solutions. You can take charge of the energies in your home. You can
implement changes in order to balance them, which in turn, will bring balance
to your life!
It is simple to figure out what the main element is for each direction. Here is
the list:
North = Water
Northeast = Earth
East = Wood
Southeast = Wood
South = Fire
Southwest = Earth
West = Metal
Northwest = Metal
Center = Earth
Next, get a compass to be able to locate those directional areas in your home or
office. After that, check to see if you have the associated element in that
location of the building. You can have the actual element (like a metal lamp or
landscape painting with water) the color, or the shape associated with the
element when evaluating the space.
In the above diagram you will see the Five Elements, the color and shape
associated with it. They are: green/rectangle for Wood, red/triangle for Fire,
yellow/square for Earth, gray/circle for Metal, blue/wavy for Water.
Go through the rooms of your home or office. Make a list of the different
elements you have in each room and how much of each element you have. This
will let you see if you have a little, a lot, or just what you have, in each room.
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Do you have the desired element in the room? Do you have only one type of
element in a room? Are any rooms completely out of balance with one element
dominating the room?
If there are imbalances, see if you can remove or add to the room to bring more
balance and harmony into the room. This will start to create balance in you
home. By doing this process and balancing the energies in your home, you’ll
start to bring balance and harmony into your life.
Be The Energy Hero Of Your Home™
With each Chinese New Year we have the Flying Stars elemental energies that
influence each direction as I mentioned before. To learn more about them and
how to affect the change needed for each direction, I’ve created a program with
everything you’ll need to clear and balance the energies – everything except a
compass. (Most smart phones either have an app that comes on them or that
you can download).
We’re shifting energies in this process. I’ll be your guide to support the
process of balance and change in your home and in your life in every way I
can.
If you were to pay for each of the items in this program separately – as I have –
it would cost you over $7000!!! In this economy and with the desperate need
we have to clear and balance our home’s energy, a fair value would be $447.
Yet I know the vibrational power of numbers used with intention. What the
world needs now is to have our homes be a foundation of balance for change.
The number 4 = foundational balance. The number 5 = change. For a limited
time this program is being offered at $45.
Even the Purchase Price Assists the Process
Yes, that’s right! Even the numbers in the purchase price were utilized to
“transform the energy of your home to create foundational balance and
change.”
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The program is not complicated! I’ve made it as simple as I can for your
success. I’ve included everything I could to make it practically DONE FOR
YOU! All you’ll need to do is print the information, listen to the recordings
and follow the steps. In most cases it will take probably about 3 hours.
Be The Energy Hero Of Your Life™
In approximately THREE HOURS you can clear your home’s negative
energies, balance the directions and apply a harmonious vibration while setting
the intentions you desire for your life. THREE HOURS!! That’s it!
When your home’s energy is balanced, it brings balance to your life. Living
your life in balance becomes easier. You get more rest. It becomes less
stressful. Life is more calming. You’re able to focus easier. You have more
clarity. You’re able to make better decisions quicker and more easily. It
doesn’t feel like you have the weight of the world on your shoulders while
trying to push boulders UPHILL. The energy flows more smoothly. You’ve
become the ENERGY HERO™ of your life!
Act Now!!! – Transform Your Life
The time is NOW to do the work provided in this program. Waiting will only
prolong the negative energies in you home and in your life!
So why would you want to wait? Why would you want to live in the negative
energy from previous years and their energy?
Take control of you life! Clear the negative energies from your home! Balance
the directions! Set the intentions to LIVE A THRIVING life! Create a
harmonious environment filled with hope, peace and joy!
Be the Energy Hero™ Who Helps Make This a Better World
When we balance our home’s energy we start the process to balance our own
internal energy. As our personal energy becomes stronger and more balanced,
it radiates outward causing a ripple affect. This energy helps others realize
their potential for improving their lives. You may even be the one who guides
them to a better life due to your increased awareness about energy.
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Each of us is a pebble in the pond – as the saying goes. The ripple affect can
spread far and wide. Clearing and Balancing your home’s energy will help
change the world, making it more harmonious.
Yes, the fact you implement this program, thus changing your home’s energy,
will improve your energy. Your vibrant energy will radiate to others, healing
them. This in turn will help them heal their homes, their lives and the lives of
their loved ones. Being an Energy Hero™ can heal and transform the World.
Start immediately to change your life, and the world. This PRICELESS offer
to “Be Your Own Energy Hero™” contains everything you need, except a
compass – and most smart phones have them.
You’ve got immediate access to everything you need to – Go…
Transform Your Home’s Energy to Transform Your Life!
Here’s to a THRIVING life!
Blessings,
Linda Lenore
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